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1 GARDENING IN THE WIZARD101 SPIRAL 

1.1 WHAT EXACTLY IS GARDENING IN WIZARD101 

Gardening is one of the many activities in Wizard101 that is not a part of the main storyline.  It is a 

part of the game that, initially, many people do not relate to and do not understand the importance 

or value of it.  Many people quote laziness as a reason not to Garden, but if you want to really 

establish yourself as one of the best in the game, sooner or later you’ll come around and Gardening 

will form part of your regular tasks (when not questing or PvPing!) 

Gardening is one of two activities that use your Energy.  This is the Green crystal ball in the 

bottom left of your screen. The other activity is Pet Training, and it is a brave Wizard that chooses to 

embark on both of these activities simultaneously!  As a general rule, most Wizards will focus on one 

or the other, just to make sure they don’t find themselves running out of the Energy they need. 

You start on your Gardening journey when you are directed to Farley in Golem Court.  He will explain 

the basics and what to look for in your plant to understand what stage in its life it is at.  These 

lessons end with you getting the first spells you need to create your garden. 

Gardening involves preparing the ground (or buying a pot), planting your seed, and caring for its 

needs as it grows.  You will need to clear pests and harvest it at certain times in its life, and finally, 

you get to harvest it at Elder for a bumper crop. 

 

1.2 WHY DO PEOPLE GARDEN? 

This was a question that I would often ask myself when I first started in the Spiral. Sure some people 

like plants, or like dressing up, but that stuff wasn't for me. I was here to kill things.  Little did I 

expect that I would soon be hooked on all aspects of the game I have grown to love - Wizard101. 

For me it really started out of curiosity.  I had all of these seeds; I guess I might as well grow a few of 

them.  I got them from drops when fighting and usually just sold them.  It just didn’t interest me.  

Still, I did start and let’s face it; it really didn't go very well.  I kept forgetting to visit them, which 

meant that I kept forgetting to tend to their needs.  Fortunately, it was a lesson I learned early and I 

got into a routine of giving my seeds what they needed. I still remember the first time they went 

from seed to plant - it was pretty impressive. 

I could see there might be something in this 

after all.   

So, after getting a lot more cash and a few 

more spells, I decided it was time to take on 

a special seed I had keeping; the Frozen Fly 

Trap.  

Things were going very well, and the plant 

matured. Wow! It was enormous!  Check 

this guy out – Fly Trap? He could bite my 

head off!!  

I was able to keep up with its needs, but 

only just.  Then the day came that a funny 

brown thing started flying around it. It was 

a Garden Imp.  Oh dear, Rank 5! The highest 

level pest I could get rid of was a Rank 3. It wasn't looking good for my special seed.  
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I did the only thing I could do.  Off to wizard101central to check out what was needed to get this 

Rank 5 spell.  Alas, it was well and truly out of my grasp and I needed to let my beautiful seed wither 

and die. 

Well, if that was the way they wanted to play it, gardening was not for me. 

Then, one day in Celestia, I met two Wizards with very similar names.  They were farming a boss 

there.  After speaking with them for a while, I found out it was the same person, playing two 

different Wizards.  It seemed that they were looking for stuff called Amber.  I didn’t really know 

what it was at the time.  Apparently you can only get this stuff from gardening?   That got me curious 

and I decided to look into Gardening again.  I was a much higher level wizard then but only a lowly 

ranked Gardener, still, at least this time I had some cash.  

I started my research, and began the real journey of gardening in the spiral.  I went in search of 

gardeners to train me in new gardening skills.  Driven by Amber and the need for Fireblades, I 

realised the power of gardening.  Now I am a complete convert and gardening advocate.  Now my 

fields of plants generate income, reagents and Treasure Cards in large quantities. 

 

1.3 TIME TO START YOUR GARDENING ADVENTURE! 

Your journey may well be very different to mine, but one way or the other, you are interested or 

intrigued by gardening and it is for that reason that you are now here. 

This guide was put together to capture what I have learned over the years and is 

more for the wizard without a lot of gardening experience.  Still, for the 

experienced gardener there might even be a few tips for you too.  I hope you 

find this guide useful.  If you do, tell your friends or drop me a line.  I'd love to 

hear about anything that you found valuable.  

This journey started when I added a Gardening tip to our blog and someone 

asked for more tips.  Why not check out our blog?  Gardening isn’t the only 

thing we discuss, so don't forget to visit us on the web at: 

http://our-wizards-keep.blogspot.com 

And if you really want to Master the entire Wizard101 Spiral, check out the Manual of Mastery at: 

http://www.manualofmastery.com 

This really is the ultimate guide to how to optimise your Wizard to take on the battles, challenges 

and puzzles that is…Wizard101. 
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2 GARDENING BASICS 

2.1 HOW THE JOURNEY BEGINS 

You have been working hard, questing and killing lots of bad guys.  Things are going well, and you 

are looking forward to your next spell after using your new level 10 attack spell whenever you can. 

The trouble is the next attack spell isn’t until level 16!  

 

Figure 1: Welcome to the Spiral 

If you are not ready for it, it is always a bit of a surprise when Moolinda Wu pops up on your screen 

wanting to see you the minute you hit level 12.  I wonder what she wants? 

Well, Moolinda, being the Life Professor that she is, wants to introduce you to the wonderful world 

of gardening.  This is how your journey begins.  At first, it is quite interesting, although clearly not as 

fun (for many players) as going out and destroying more bad guys.  Still, most people will give it a go 

at the start, not realising that the more they stay in the game, the more important this part of the 

game will become! 

Moolinda will send you off to meet the first of the gardeners that you will encounter around the 

spiral, and this little fellow will not be a stranger to you if you have ever ventured down to Golem 

Court.  Farley is a nice little guy and he will explain to you all about the wonders of gardening and 

the different stages a seed will go through during its life.  
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Figure 2: The Stages of Seed Life 

Most importantly, he will promote you to a Level 1 Gardener and give you your first 4 gardening 

spells for free!  These simple spells will allow you to: 

 Prepare the ground for planting either a Small or Medium sized plot 

 Allow you to Revive a seed that has died 

 Allow you to Plow (or remove) a plot or seed that you no longer want 

 

Figure 3: The First Four Spells 

 

2.2 JUST WHAT IS ENERGY ANYWAY? 

In order to Garden, you need to use your Energy.  Energy is the Green little globe that will appear 

with your Red and Blue globes in the bottom right of your screen when you are able to use it. 

To see how much Energy you have before 

that globe appears, go to your character 

and it will be listed in the bottom left of 

your Profile page. 

When you first start as a new Wizard, you 

have 40 Energy.  From this point, you gain a 

new Energy point for every two levels that 

you acquire as a wizard. 

The image on the left shows what your 

normal screen will look like prior to you 

being able to use your Energy.  Once you have attained level 12 and beyond, you can see that your 

Energy globe is now visible in the same place as the other two Globes. 
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When you review your profile page, the 

Energy is listed along with a timer.  

Energy is free in Wizard101 and it 

replenishes itself over time.  The timer 

shows you when the next Energy point 

will be replenished.   

When you are a non-member, Energy 

replenishes at about 1 point per 10 minutes.  

If you are a member, it will be a little faster, at 1 point per 7½ minutes. 

Of course, there is always the option of buying an Energy Elixir to completely refill your Energy at the 

Crowns shop for 250 Crowns! 

 

2.3 THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF GARDENING SPELLS 

As with all spells in the Spiral, in Gardening, there are different Spell Types. These types are loosely 

broken up into: 

 Soil:  The Soil spell type will create a plot for you to plan a seed in.  

 Utility:  The Utility spell type will let you Plow, Revive or, when you are a much higher level, 

Preserve your Plant.  There are only 3 of this type of spell, and Farley gives you two of them 

at Rank 1 Gardener. 

 Growing: These are the spells that help your plants grow.  When your plants have certain 

needs, they will tell you what that specific need is.  These spell will ensure that you are able 

to satisfy those needs. 

 Pest:  Sometimes, just like in your real garden, pests will invade!  When this happens, these 

spells will clean that garden right up. 

 

All of these spells can be bought from the various gardeners around the Spiral, just like you train in 

normal spells from different teachers.  Fortunately, these spells do not cost Training Points to learn, 

just gold, and some of them need LOTS of gold! 

 

2.4 LEVELLING UP 

As with the normal game, there are lots of levels that you can achieve as an avid Gardener. Each 

level will give you access to more seeds and more spells, and of course, greater rewards from those 

seeds when your plants reach Elder. 

In Gardening, the way that Experience is earned is by harvesting a plant once it has finished growing 

to be old and grey; this is what is known as Elder.  Different types of plants will give different 

amounts of experience.  The amount of experience between a lowly Rank 1 plant and a higher level 

plant can be considerable, so if you are keen on moving up the ranks, look to the higher Rank seeds 

to be able to achieve this goal much faster. 

See the table on the next page for details of the Ranks. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Energy on Profile Page 
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Now that you know the Basics, 

it’s time to move onto a more detailed look into the different Seeds that you can select in the Spiral.  

This will then tell you what Spells you need to keep those plants healthy and happy! 

 

Rank Level XP Needed 

Novice 1 20 

Neophyte 2 100 

Apprentice 3 200 

Initiate 4 500 

Intermediate 5 1,000 

Journeyman 6 2,000 

Expert 7 4,000 

Adept 8 7,000 

Master 9 11,000 

Grandmaster 10 - 14 160,000 – 390,625 

Legendary 15 – 19 TBC 

Verdant  20 LOTS! (TBC) 
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3 WHAT SEEDS SHOULD I PLANT 

3.1 HOW TO SELECT YOUR SEEDS 

Selecting the right Seeds to plant can take some time, and it can vary depending on what kind of 

player you are.  A serious crowns player will buy a heap of Evil Magma Peas (EMPs) and constantly 

fill their gardens with them.  They will refresh Energy at will using elixirs and it will end up costing a 

lot of real money. 

Not many people play that way. 

So, what does the more typical player have to do to select the right Seeds for their needs?  The first 

thing you want to determine is “why am I gardening?”  The main triggers for gardening seem to be: 

 Pet snacks and Mega-Snacks in particular 

 Blades and other Treasure Cards 

 Reagents, especially rare ones 

 Certain plants look nice and people like to decorate their houses 

All of these reasons are quite valid and I’m sure there are more that I haven’t covered, but for now, 

let’s examine what Seeds can produce the best outcomes for each of these categories. 

Many of the seeds discussed here are for higher level Gardeners, but there are still some for those at 

the lower levels.  Gardening can be fun, and can also be a very rewarding when planned well. 

Note: The term “farming” is used in this chapter.  Farming refers to fighting the same boss multiple 

times in order to get a special drop; it is not related to “Gardening”. 

3.2 PET SNACKS AND MEGA-SNACKS 

3.2.1 WHY SNACKS? 

Mega-Snacks make all the difference when levelling up your pet, 

after all just one snack can increase your pet’s XP by 50 every 

single time you play a training game!  That is one reason why the 

Mega-Snack pack is so expensive, compared to the other Packs.   

With some gold and a little patience (ok, a LOT of patience), it is 

possible to get these wonderful treats from gardening. 

3.2.2 WHICH SEEDS? 

The best of the Mega-Snacks are these:  

Snack Value Seed 

Fancy Yoghurt 50 Couch Potatoes, Evil Magma Peas, White Tiger Lily 

Hambrosia 50 The Giving Tree, Sword Fern 

Captain Canteloupe 45 Couch Potatoes, Evil Magma Peas, Maltese Tiger Lily 

Mystic Dragon Fruit 45 Evil Magma Peas, Maelstrom Snap Dragon 

Cherry Tomato 40 Evil Magma Peas 

Golden Wheat Bread 40 Bread Fruit Bush, Cornbread Fruit Bush, Couch 

Potatoes, Evil Magma Peas, Rye Bread Fruit Bush 
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Looking at the table above, it is pretty easy to see why so many crowns players buy the Evil Magma 

Peas (EMP).  They will also give an EMP Seed at Elder harvest and even give excellent Treasure 

Cards. The EMP is the king of the “useful” Seeds.  In fact, the only real weakness is that they do not 

drop the very rare Amber Reagent. 

While it is clear that the EMP is the standout seed, it is important to note that other Seeds are much 

easier and cheaper to get access to.   

The next best Seed is the White Tiger Lily (WTL).  These can be 

purchased at the Bazaar and are the only Seed with a 100% chance of 

dropping Fancy Yoghurt at Elder.  These little guys only need a small 

plot, and if you really know what you are doing, you can get a serious 

bumper crop of White Tiger Lillies. 

The only downside with the WTL is that they are pretty hard work to 

maintain and don’t drop a new Seed when they are harvested at Elder.  

They can (and do!) get 4 out of 5 needs, and will get up to Rank 5 

pests, so if you are thinking of investing in these, it is important to be 

ready with plenty of Energy. 

The other extremely useful Seed for snacks is the humble Couch Potato 

(CP) (not to be confused with their cousins the Red Couch Potato in the 

picture on the right!)  This lazy couple perched on their sofa in front of 

the television are a very handy Seed to spend time growing.  They give 

an amazing array of snacks include the chance of a rank 5 through to 

rank 7 snack at every harvest (about once a day), and 3 different kinds 

of Mega-Snack at Elder (the treasure card drops aren’t bad either!).   

Some other benefits of Couch Potato gardening is that they will re-Seed 

themselves at Elder and, with all of their Likes, they will grow to Elder in 

only a few days. 

The Couch Potato and White Tiger Lily are easily the best way for a non-crowns player to get access 

to really good snacks.  

3.2.3 HOW DO I GET THEM? 

Evil Magma Peas: 

If you are looking for EMPs, the Crowns shop is the obvious and easiest way 

to get them.  This is either buying them directly or buying a pack that could 

drop them (currently found in the Wyvern Pack). 

Another way to get this Seed is via drops with most of the bosses in Avalon, 

but beware, farming these bosses takes time and the drops are rare.  There 

is some thinking around the web that there are a limited number of these 

drops each week, being reset on a Monday, so the best time to farm is the 

start of the week, and obviously the worst time is the end of the week (if this is right). 

Couch Potatoes: 

If you are looking for Couch Potatoes, then Grizzleheim is the best place to go!  There 

are a few normal street fights that can drop these fantastic Seeds and they are 

typically only a one or two round fight for a high level Wizard.  The more the merrier, 

so farming with friends seems to increase your chances.  Possibly the best option is to 

battle the Trouble Warriors in Savarstaad Pass.  

You can also buy Couch Potatoes from the Crowns shop, either directly or (correct at 
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the time of writing) a chance of getting one in the Wyvern’s Hoard or Hoard of the Hydra packs. 

Not only is the Couch Potato a great Seed, it is relatively easy to get, and, 

as mentioned above, it will replace itself once it has reached Elder. 

White Tiger Lily: 

Then there is the White Tiger Lily - this is a tough one.  They don’t re-Seed 

themselves, and they aren’t available in the Crowns shop, although you can 

get them in the Raven’s Hoard Pack (correct at time of writing).   There are 

lots of bad guys that can be farmed for them, but personally, I find 

spending time in the bazaar constantly refreshing the Seed list (and being 

quick to purchase!) is the most efficient way to get your numbers up.  Just 

remember, at 6300 gold each, this isn’t a cheap way to do it!! 

Depending on how hard you hit, or whether you have a team who like 

farming, farming the Avalon bosses can be useful.  It is possible to get both 

EMPs and White Tiger Lillies from the same boss, like the Ogre in the 

Ruined Tower.  With only 9,600 health, he is a pretty straightforward fight.  

Unfortunately, as mentioned above, you can spend a lot of time fighting 

him for zero drops.  It is a real challenge if you want to take it on. 

The other Seed worth noting is The Giving Tree.  This Seed is now retired 

and very hard to get.  It will give a 100% chance of dropping Hambrosia, 

but it is such a rare Seed now that it is only included for completeness.  

Hambrosia is now restricted to the Mega-Snack Pack or to lucky drops 

from Waterworks or Tower of The Helephant. 

If you have any more ideas for useful Snack Seeds, feel free to drop us a 

line at http://our-wizards-keep.blogspot.com.au 

 

3.3 BLADES, TOWER SHIELDS AND OTHER TREASURE CARDS 

3.3.1 WHY TREASURE CARDS? 

There are a number of Treasure Cards that people garden for and these are 

mostly to assist in battles.  Whether they are blades, traps, shields or Star 

spells, Gardening can be a very effective way in Wizard101 for you to get these 

cards in large quantities. 

Many of these Treasure Cards can be found in the Bazaar, 

but some can be tricky to get as they do not last long.  

For example, if you are looking to increase your attack and 

can’t be bothered trying to get some blades at the Bazaar, 

the Honey Sickle is a simple, fast Seed that will drop lots 

of blades.   

You might not be able to predict exactly which blades, but as they are a 

medium sized plot Seed, you can normally plant enough of them to get the 

school blades you need.  There is also the chance of triple blades or 

BalanceBlades that can be dropped at Elder to round out the increase in attack strength nicely. 

The same kind of approach can be used for a variety of different Treasure Card needs, and some of 

the more popular are outlined in subsequent sections when referring to seed selection. 
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3.3.2 WHICH SEEDS? 

It is quite difficult to say what the best Seeds are for Treasure Cards because they are used so 

differently.  Whether it is just assisting on a quest or whether it is setting up a strategy in PvP, 

Treasure Cards are an integral part of the Wizard101 world.  

That being said, a few Seeds have been selected that you might find useful. 

To boost your attack, as indicated above, it is hard to go past the Honey Sickle.  While the Fickle 

Pickle (or Sour Fickle Pickle as pictured here) can give you many blades and traps, it drops so many 

Treasure Cards it is more like a lucky dip. The Honey Sickle seed 

is harder to get but the results are more certain. 

If you would rather stop an attack hitting you too hard, shields 

are the primary form of defence.  Here, the Tower Shield is the 

pick of them all as it gives pretty good defence against all 

schools.  Unlike the Honey Sickle, there isn’t really a “drop any 

shield” Seed.   

The two best Seeds here would be the White Laugh-o-Dil as it 

can drop both the Tower Shield and any of the triple shields; and 

the White Tiger Lily, as it can drop both Tower Shield and Legion 

Shield.  This can be a very handy combination if you are facing a 

big hitting Storm boss. 

Other useful Treasure Cards include Feint, Cleanse Charm, Plague and the list goes on.   

If you have a particular Treasure Card that you tend to use a lot of, it is easy to find out whether or 

not you can get it as a Gardening drop.  Simply go to http://wizard101central.com/wiki and enter 

the name of Spell in the search box.  This will tell you all about the spell and where you can get it. 

3.3.3 HOW DO I GET THEM? 

The Honey Sickle Seed is a common drop and if you are lucky you can get some while farming 

Troubled Warriors for Couch Potatoes!   Other than that, the easiest place to get these Seeds is the 

Bazaar.  Lurking in the Bazaar for 15 mins or so will typically pay dividends as other Wizards offload 

their supply. 

It is also possible to get these Seeds from the Pharaoh’s and 

Skyvern’s Hoard packs. 

As with many useful Seeds in Wizard101, the Honey Sickle 

doesn’t drop a Seed during its life, so once your crop has been 

harvested at Elder, you need to get some more. 

If you want to take a chance with the Fickle Pickle, these are 

readily available in the Bazaar in large quantities so to get 

some from here is rarely a problem. 

See the previous section on Mega-Snacks to find out how to 

get the White Tiger Lily. 

If you are keen to get the White Laugh-o-Dil, the easiest place to get these is to pay Narley a visit in 

Zafaria.  They are 3,000 gold each.  If this is a little expensive, then many, many bad guys drop these 

so they should be fairly easy to farm for. 
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3.4 REAGENTS, ESPECIALLY RARE ONES 

3.4.1 WHY REAGENTS? 

If you are into crafting, you’ll notice that as you craft more and more valuable items, the reagents 

get much harder to find.  

In fact, some reagents are impossible to “find” and about the only source is Gardening.   

Amber, in particular, has always been problematic, but Kings Isle started to 

add them to some packs, so it is possible to get rare Amber drops from the 

Keeper's Lore and Shaman’s Lore packs as well as the Pharaoh's, Phoenix, and 

Skyvern's Hoard Pack. 

It is now also possible to get Amber from Brandon Mistborn if you have a 

spare 5,000 Arena tickets for each one! 

Finally, and much to the relief of many Wizards, this reagent can now be 

obtained as a boss fight drop in Aquila. 

The drop rate for this particular reagent is extremely low, but it is used only in 

the most advanced spells and it is targeted at the dedicated player.  There are 

a few Seeds that will drop this reagent, but, in this world of immediate gratification, a lot of people 

are quite frustrated by how long it takes to get the 12 Amber required for that new spell. 

Personally, I have crafted two spells and have about 20 Amber.  That is 44 Amber all up.  Yes, it takes 

time, but it is far from impossible. 

Check the chapter on Extreme Gardening if you really want to know how to get Amber. 

3.4.2 WHICH SEEDS? 

Again, like Treasure Cards, it is difficult to recommend the right Seeds to plant, as it really depends 

on the Reagents you need at the time.  For the purposes of direction, the Seeds covered here will 

address some of the common Reagent needs. 

Let’s start with Amber.  There are a few Seeds that will drop this wonderful Reagent and, according 

to Professor Greyrose, the good old White Tiger Lily has the greatest chance of dropping Amber.  

From experience, it would seem that the drop rate is close to, but not quite, 20%. 

As previously mentioned, this is a challenging seed to get, to 

grow and to harvest.  The rewards, however, are well and truly 

worth it when the word Amber floats up the screen. 

The next best Seed for this Reagent is difficult to determine.  

From personal experience, the King Parsley is the next pick.  It 

is a very versatile Seed and can drop a number of the rarer 

Reagents, including Aether and Sunstone.   

There is also a rare chance of Amber from this Seed too.  It 

appears to drop Amber at a rate of about one in 30 harvests.  

While that seems quite a poor rate, the Seed is dropped in 

many places throughout the Spiral, so to keep Amber as a truly 

rare Reagent, the drop rate must be low. 

The King Parsley may re-Seed itself many times while it progresses to Elder and it doesn’t take long 

to fill an entire garden from a single King Parsley Seed.  
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Again, there are many Seeds that are used for Reagents.  Why not drop us a line at http://our-

wizards-keep.blogspot.com.au and let us know some of your favourites?   

3.4.3 HOW DO I GET THEM? 

There have only been two Seeds discussed in this section, the White Tiger Lily and the King Parsley.  

As the White Tiger Lily is so versatile, the section on “How do I get them?” under “Pet Snacks and 

Mega-Snacks” highlights this well. 

The King Parsley can be obtained from drops, packs and its own re-Seeding.  Once you have one 

King Parsley you really don’t need to find anymore as it will rapidly multiply.  You can purchase this 

seed from the Crowns shop and given the high drop rate, you only need to buy one.  Usually the only 

problem with this Seed is having too many of them!  Still, that is a nice problem to have as feeding 

them to your pet seems to give it +2 XP on average for every two Seeds your pet eats. 

 

3.5 PLANTS THAT LOOK GOOD 

3.5.1 WHY LOOKS CAN BE IMPORTANT 

Thanks to the graphic artists that work on Wizard101, there are a number of 

Seeds that simply look good.  Alia really likes the look of the Angel Oak and will 

grow them simply because they look nice in her House.  Robert will grow the 

Melted Cheese Tree, while Sarah loves the look of the Snap Dragon.   

Blaze likes Deadly Ninja Figs, especially when they are ready to harvest, while 

Edward likes the look of the Boom Shroom.  

Kings Isle is obviously aware of how great some of these spells can look, and 

when you are able to afford the $250,000 gold and 50 Energy, the Second 

Spring spell from Avalon is designed to preserve the look of your favourite 

plants forever! 

 

3.6 SEEDS NOT TO PLANT 

While it is completely up to the individual Wizard, there are a few seeds 

that don’t seem to ever warrant being planted.  The main one is 

Stinkweed.  The drops from this Seed are poor, and almost every other 

seed has the Stinkweed as a Dislike.  Stay away from the Stinkweed! 

You would have to think the name itself was a giveaway. 

The other Seed to be wary of is the Silver 

Trumpet Vine.  While this can be a very 

useful Seed, if you choose to plant it, tend it 

carefully.  This Seed has been known to drop 

back to Dead in a very short time.  

There is some talk that this might be a flaw of the Seed itself.  

Until anything changes with the Silver Trumpet Vine, I would steer clear 

of planting this one. 
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3.7 WHERE TO NEXT 

Now that you know what seeds you want to plant, it is important to acquire the right spells to help 

them grow.  The next chapter will explain all of the Gardening Spells in the Spiral and will serve as 

your guide to know when you can plant your own special seeds (and have a lot more luck than I 

originally did!). 

3.8 SUMMARY 

For those people that like to skip to the end of the book and ignore the rest, here is a quick summary 

of the Seeds recommended in this Chapter. 

Seed Gardening 

Level 

Easiest Way to 

Obtain 

Reason to Grow Reason not to Grow 

Evil 

Magma 

Pea 

4 Purchase from 

Crowns shop. 

Best all round seed for 

Snacks, Treasure Cards and 

most Reagents. 

Expensive to obtain, no 

chance of Amber. 

White 

Tiger 

Lily 

8 Being patient at 

the Bazaar. 

Best chance of Amber, 

100% chance of Fancy 

Yoghurt, OK Treasure 

Cards. 

Doesn’t re-seed itself.  

Costs 6300 gold.  Lots of 

needs and pests. 

Couch 

Potato 

3 Farming Troubled 

Warriors. 

Fantastic Snacks, multiple 

Mega-Snacks and good 

normal snacks.  OK 

Treasure Cards.  Fast to 

Harvest. 

Large Plot Seed, difficult 

to grow too many 

simultaneously.  Not that 

easy to obtain. 

Honey 

Sickle 

1 Being patient at 

the Bazaar. 

Great source of Blades.  

Fast to grow. 

Doesn’t re-seed.  Not 

useful unless you need 

Blades. 

White 

Laugh-o-

Dil 

8 Purchased from 

Narley in Zafaria. 

Reasonable source of 

shields. 

Up to Rank 5 pests and 

doesn’t re-seed. 

King 

Parsley 

3 Buy one from the 

Crown shop, lots 

of possible drops 

from fights. 

Multiplies, chance of 

Amber, lots of snacks. 

Only drops Tower Shield 

and Feint Treasure 

Cards.  Doesn’t drop 

Mega-Snacks. 

Table 1: Some Useful Seeds 
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4 GARDENING MAGIC 

4.1 MEET THE GARDENERS 

Wizard101 is all about magic, and that means Spells.  Gardening is no different.  In order to garden, 

you need to train in gardening Spells.  These Spells do not cost you a training point, but rather they 

must be purchased in order to use them. 

When you start out, planting Plots, simple Needs and Pest removal spells are essential.  It is possible 

to plant in a pot without creating a Plot, and this might be where you want to start your Gardening 

journey.  When you don’t have much Energy, it is important to preserve it whenever possible. 

There are 36 Gardening Spells that you can learn in the spiral; 32 of them can be obtained from the 6 

gardeners that are scattered throughout the Spiral.  These friendly little guys can help you on 

journey to be the best gardener you can be! 

There is:  

 Farley in Wizard City 

 Charley in Krokotopia 

 Marley in MooShu 

 Harley in Celestia 

 Narley in Zafaria 

 Roger the Shrubber in Avalon 

 Barley in Khrysalis 

 

And strangely, they all seem to look mostly the same! There is also Groundskeeper Verne in Pigswick 

Academy, but as he gives no spells, we won’t cover him for now. 

There are an additional 4 Spells that you will get from the Growing Pains quest. 

These helpful guys will sell you Seeds and Gardening supplies as well as train you in your Gardening 

Spells. 

 

4.2 THE COMPLETE QUEST REWARD SPELL LIST 

Right at the outset of your Gardening journey, the gardener Farley will take you through the 

“Growing Pains” quest.  The spells you learn at the end of this quest will lay the foundation of your 

Spells list and will allow you to get your garden started. 

Spell Name Purpose Energy Rank Gold Gardener 

Small Soil Develops small area with Prepared 

Soil 

1 1 N/A Quest 

Medium Soil Develops medium area with 

Prepared Soil 

1 1 N/A Quest 

Plow Remove targeted plant or soil plot 1 1 N/A Quest 

Revive Revives 1 dead plant 30 1 N/A Quest 
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4.3 THE COMPLETE TRAINED SPELL LIST 

There are lots of ways to find out what all the Spells are in Wizard101.  I love the game so much, that 

when I was writing this Manual, I simply went back to visit all the worlds again and pay a visit on the 

different Gardeners.  Here is the table of all the spells, levels and gold needed to acquire them: 

 

Spell Name Purpose Energy Rank Gold Gardener 

Warming Rays Provides Sun for a small area 3 1 100 Farley 

Mist Provides Rain for a small area 3 1 100 Farley 

Worker Bee Provides Pollination for a small area 3 1 100 Farley 

Touch of Magic Provides Magic for a small area 3 1 100 Farley 

Flute Solo Provides Music for a small area 3 1 100 Farley 

Bug Bolt Kills Rank 1 Pests 5 1 100 Farley 

Gusty Winds Kills Rank 1 & 2 Pests 10 2 1,000 Farley 

Streaming Sunlight Provides Sun for a  medium sized 

area 

8 3 1,000 Charley 

Shower Provides Rain for a medium sized 

area 

8 3 1,000 Charley 

Bee Team Provides Pollination for a  medium 

sized area 

8 3 1,000 Charley 

Bold Magic Provides Magic for a medium sized 

area 

8 3 1,000 Charley 

Flute Duet Provides Music for a medium sized 

area 

8 3 1,000 Charley 

Large Soil Develops large area with Prepared 

Soil 

1 3 3,000 Charley 

Deep Freeze Kills Rank 1, 2 & 3 Pests 15 3 5,000 Charley 

Enchanted Small Soil Develops small area with Enchanted 

Soil 

3 4 5,000 Charley 

Summon Pixie Summons a Friendly Pixie for 48 

hours 

25 10 175,000 Charley 

Brilliant Beams Provides Sun for a large area 15 5 5,000 Marley, 

Harley 

Downpour Provides Rain for a large area 15 5 5,000 Marley, 

Harley 

Bee Swarm Provides Pollination for a large area 15 5 5,000 Marley, 

Harley 

Grand Magic Provides Magic for a large area 15 5 5,000 Marley, 

Harley 
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Spell Name Purpose Energy Rank Gold Gardener 

Flute Ensemble Provides Music for a large area 15 5 5,000 Marley, 

Harley 

Enchanted Medium 

Soil 

Develops a medium area with 

Enchanted soil 

3 6 10,000 Marley 

Pest Bomb Kills Rank 1, 2, 3 and 4 Pests 20 4 12,500 Marley, 

Harley 

Enchanted Large Soil Develops a large area with 

Enchanted soil 

3 6 15,000 Marley, 

Harley 

Fly Swatter Kills Pests up to Rank 5 25 5 25,000 Marley, 

Harley 

Pungent Bug Spray Prevents Rank 1 Pests for 48 hours 10 10 10,000 Harley 

Pest Zapper Prevents Rank 1 and 2 Pests for 48 

hours 

15 2 75,000 Narley 

Dragonflies Prevents Rank 1, 2 and 3 Pests for 

48 hours 

20 3 150,000 Narley 

Putrid Bug Spray Prevents Rank 1 Pests for 96 hours 15 10 175,000 Roger 

Miniature Bloodbats Prevents Rank 4 Pests for 48 hours 25 12 200,000 Roger 

Second Spring Makes and Elder plant appear 

younger (takes them back from 

grey) 

50 15 250,000 Roger 

 

Itsy Bitsy Spider Kills Rank 6 and weaker Pests  30 15 50,000 Barley 

Ant Lion Kills pests of any Rank 35 15 75,000 Barley 

Solar Flares Prevents Sun needs for 48 hours 25 15 125,000 Barley 

Monsoon Prevents Water needs for 48 hours 25 15 125,000 Barley 

Bee Hive Prevents Pollination needs for 48 

hours 

25 15 125,000 Barley 

Growzone Layer Prevents Magic needs for 48 hours 25 15 125,000 Barley 

Wind Chimes Prevents Music needs for 48 hours 25 15 125,000 Barley 

Strawman Prevents Rank 6 Pests for 48 hours 35 15 300,000 Barley 
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4.3.1 SOIL SPELLS 

These are the spells that you use to prepare the ground for planting.  Each one takes up one housing 

slot, either inside or outside. 

    

4.3.2 UTILITY SPELLS 

These are special spells.  They are used to remove plants, seeds and plots that you no longer want 

(Plow), or to bring a plant back that you have accidentally let die! (Revive) or to take a beautiful 

plant that has turned the grey shade of Elder and restore it to its natural beauty (Second Spring).  

This spell is really used to keep your house looking great. 

 

It is worth noting that a Plant that has been preserved by a Second Spring is only visually preserved, 

it is still an Elder plant.  This means it will lose any Pixie it had on it, and it means you can still 

harvest, either accidentally or otherwise. 

4.3.3 GROWING SPELLS 

These are the key spells to keeping your garden healthy and happy.  These spells will deal with the 

ever present and recurring needs that your plants will have. 
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And if you want to delay those pesky needs, and you have made it to Khrysalis, you can also gain 

access to these spells.  Something worth noting though; these spells, unlike the Plots, cannot be 

stacked.  Only one “Prevents” spell can be in effect at any one time. 

 

4.3.4 PEST SPELLS  

These spells will rid your garden of those annoying pests that keep reappearing.  The second row of 

spells is very handy when you can get them as they will make sure those pests stay away! 

 

 

And for those who don’t mind gardening, but hate clearing those bugs regularly, there are some nice 

over time spells here as well, for right up to Rank 6 Pests. 

Again, it is important to note that you cannot stack these spells with the “needs” spells.  There is still 

only provision for one Pest or one Gardening spell to be in place over time. 
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And lastly, in the Pest category is the Pixie.  This spell, although treated as a Pest, really isn’t one.  In 

fact, the pretty little Pixie is such a powerful spell, she gets a chapter all to herself! 

 

 

4.4 THE COMPLETE TREASURE CARD SPELL LIST 

Over the course of your time in the Spiral, there is little doubt that you will collect a number of 

gardening Treasure Cards.  In fact, these can add up to have a real impact on your ability to carry the 

Treasure Cards you actually want to. 

To find you list of Treasure Cards, go to your Spell Deck tab and the arrow next to 

the Treasure Cards will take you to the Gardening Treasure Cards.  

There are currently 13 different Gardening Treasure Cards available for use.  (If extra treasure cards 

are added with the Khrysalis update, they will be included later). 

The Gardening Treasure Cards are similar to the normal Spells, but just like the rest of the Spells, the 

Treasure Card versions are significantly increased in power, or reduced in Energy Cost.    As usual, a 

Treasure Card can only be used once. 

For a full list of Treasure Card Gardening Spells, see the table below: 

Spell Name Purpose Energy Rank Source 

Pungent Bug 

Spray 

Prevents Rank 1 

Pests for 48 hours 

10 1 Wyvern’s Hoard Pack 

Nosferabbit 

Flood Provides Rain for 

all indoor OR 

outdoor plants 

15 4 Moolinda’s Green Thumb 

Wyvern’s Hoard Pack 

Bloodbats - Mysterious Cave 

(Wizard City) 

Flute Symphony Provides Music 

for all indoor OR 

outdoor plants 

15 4 Moolinda’s Green Thumb 

Wyvern’s Hoard Pack 

Bloodbats  and Nosferabbit- 

Mysterious Cave (Wizard City) 
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Spell Name Purpose Energy Rank Source 

Red Bell Pepper 

Supreme 

Sunburst 

Provides Sun for 

all indoor OR 

outdoor plants 

15 4 Moolinda’s Green Thumb 

Wyvern’s Hoard Pack 

Bloodbats  and Nosferabbit- 

Mysterious Cave (Wizard City) 

Top of the Rock (Quest) 

Uncanny Magic Provides Magic 

for all indoor OR 

outdoor plants 

15 4 Moolinda’s Green Thumb 

Wyvern’s Hoard Pack 

Bloodbats  and Nosferabbit- 

Mysterious Cave (Wizard City) 

Trouble in Paradise (Quest) 

Zounds…Bees! Provides Pollen 

for all indoor OR 

outdoor plants 

15 4 Moolinda’s Green Thumb 

Wyvern’s Hoard Pack 

Bloodbats  and Nosferabbit- 

Mysterious Cave (Wizard City) 

Center of the Sun (Quest) 

Deep Freeze Kills Rank 1, 2 and 

3 Pests 

15 3 Raven’s Hoard Pack 

Putrid Bug Spray Prevents Rank 1 

Pests for 96 hours 

15 1 Wyvern’s Hoard Pack 

Bloodbats - Mysterious Cave 

(Wizard City) 

Pest Zapper Prevents Rank 1 

and 2 Pests for 48 

hours 

20 2 Moolinda’s Green Thumb 

Wyvern’s Hoard Pack 

Lots of drops throughout the 

Spiral 

Dragonflies Prevents Rank 1, 

2 and 3 Pests for 

48 hours 

20 3 Dragon’s Hoard Pack 

Moolinda’s Green Thumb 

Wyvern’s Hoard Pack 

Lots of drops throughout the 

Spiral 

Massive Pest 

Zapper 

Prevents Rank 1 

and 2 Pests for 96 

hours 

20 2 Wyvern’s Hoard Pack 

Bloodbats  and Nosferabbit- 

Mysterious Cave (Wizard City) 

Miniature Blood 

Bats 

Prevents Rank 4 

Pests for 48 hours 

25 1 Nightmare Pack 

Wyvern’s Hoard Pack 

Bloodbats - Mysterious Cave 

(Wizard City) 

Baby Sunbird Prevents Rank 5 

Pests for 48 hours 

30 1 Wyvern’s Hoard Pack 

Bloodbats - Mysterious Cave 

(Wizard City) 
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Spell Name Purpose Energy Rank Source 

Top of the Rock (Quest) 

4.4.1 GROWING SPELLS TREASURE CARDS 

These are the same as the normal growing spells, but really beefed up! 

 

4.4.2 PEST SPELLS TREASURE CARDS 

Some of these spells can be very handy, especially the Baby Sunbird! 

 

 

 

4.5 READY TO PLANT! 

Now that you are full of excitement and energy – no pun intended!  You now know you are ready to 

plant the garden you want and keep your seeds satisfied.  Right?  Well…almost…there is just one 

more thing that you really should know before embarking on your gardening journey.  It will save 

you lots of Energy and will help you get your rewards just that little bit faster! 

It’s time to move on to the next chapter – Likes and Dislikes! 
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5 LIKES AND DISLIKES 

5.1 WHAT ARE LIKES AND DISLIKES? 

Once you start gardening, one of the things that you learn about pretty quickly is that gardening 

takes time.  It can take a lot of time – it can literally take weeks!  This can seem like an eternity, 

especially when you are waiting for a valuable crop of reagents or Mega-snacks! 

So, what can you do about this?  Surely not everyone waits that long, it would pretty hard to keep it 

up when you are gardening for something rare, or something that you use quite frequently. 

And of course, very few people actually wait that long.  That is where learning about the various 

Likes and Dislikes of a seed are so important.  With the right Likes for your seed, you can reduce 

harvest time from weeks to days, a much more acceptable outcome. 

So, I started to look at these 'Likes' and 'Dislikes'.  What did it really mean?  Well, thanks to 

Wizard101Central, that font of considerable wisdom, I realised that a “Like” would really help 

improve the speed of my harvest, and some Likes more than others.  Ever since that time, if I am 

planting a field of a particular seed, I'll make sure all the likes for that seed are already in place.  That 

saved a LOT of time and a LOT of energy. 

5.2 WHICH LIKES? 

There are a few different concepts to consider when looking into Likes, so we’ll start off slow and 

work through them.  Hopefully by the end, you’ll appreciate the value of these and your Garden will 

truly blossom. 

Let’s work through an example and see how it comes together. 

According to the Chapter on Planning Your Garden, you’ll see 

that if you want a good all round and easily obtainable seed it 

is hard to go past the King Parsley.  

The default popup shown when you hover over a King Parsley 

indicates that there is one Like for the seed, the Helephant 

Ears.   There is also clearly one Dislike for it, being the classic 

Stinkweed Seed.  Seems pretty easy really, doesn’t it? 

Well, kind of, but the story doesn’t finish there for the humble 

King Parsley Seed. 

A quick trip to the relevant page at Wizard101Central shows a very different picture. 

(http://www.wizard101central.com/wiki/House:King_Parsley)  

The Likes actually are: 

 Tropical Garden Gnome 

 Pixie 

 Red Barn Farm 

 Helephant Ears 

 Deadly Helephant Ears 

 Bubbling Cauldron 

 Star Chalice 

The Dislike is still only Stinkweed which is good as most Seeds dislike this Seed, so there are plenty of 

options that will work with the King Parsley. 
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It is also important to note that there are both Deadly Helephant Ears and Helephant Ears listed.  

Typically, if there is a Seed like Helephant Ears or Snow Peas, any variant of these (Deadly / Evil etc.) 

will only count as a single Like.  This makes it a little easier to collect that like as you can use the 

simple variant which is typically much easier to obtain, like buying it from the Bazaar. 

So, what is the actual benefit from obtaining these Likes?  Again, we turn to Wizard101Central and 

find that the effects of these likes are as follows: 

 25% faster = Tropical Garden Gnome 

 20% faster = Pixie 

 10% faster = Deadly Helephant Ears / Helephant Ears, Bubbling Cauldron, Star Chalice 

 20% slower = Stinkweed 

There is no statistic for the Red Barn Farm here, but it is typically in the 10% - 15% range to speed up 

the maturity of your Seed.  With the right Likes, your Seed will mature in less than half that time that 

it will without them. 

(BTW – Not all seeds have the % impact of their likes, but King Parsley is very common, so that data 

is available) 

Now we know what our King Parsley Seed needs for it to grow faster, it is time to start to collect 

these key items and scatter them around the Garden.  By doing this, we can make some serious 

inroads to the total harvest time.  But just where do we find these items? 

5.3 FINDING YOUR LIKES 

Some likes can be found, some likes can be crafted and some likes are very, very hard to find.  For 

the King Parsley, we have a few of each type in order to minimise total growing time.  We’ll go 

through this list one by one. 

Tropical Garden Gnome:  This little guy is pure gold.  So many Seeds like him, and he is tiny.  He is 

also very easy to acquire.  You can buy him fairly readily at the Bazaar, but if you want to be sure, 

just pay a trip to Farley in Golem Court and he’ll sell you one. 

Pixie: This is a little more challenging.  A Pixie is actually a special type of Pest and you’ll find an 

entire section on the Power of the Pixie.  There are a couple of ways to get this helpful Pest.  It will 

appear automatically on a number of Seeds, just like Pests do, or, once you are a Rank 10 Gardener 

with 175,000 Gold to spare, you can buy the spell “Summon Pixie” from Charlie in Krokotopia.  

Red Barn Farm:  This Like can be obtained from the Crowns shop.  It is 

either 12,500 Crowns or 125,000 Gold.   (If you have never bought anything 

from the Crowns shop for Gold, just check for this tab.  If it is active, that 

item can be purchased for Gold as well as Crowns.  It can be very handy for 

buying your first permanent mount!) 

Deadly / Helephant Ears:  These Seeds only count for a single Like, so 

either of them will be fine.  The standard Helephant Ears can be found in 

either the Bazaar or with that helpful Gardener Farley, while the Deadly 

variety can be found in the Crowns Shop, in Packs or as a drop from a 

bunch of different bad guys, from Wizard City to Azteca, but with most of 

them being in Dragonspyre.  

Bubbling Cauldron:  This Like is considerably more difficult to obtain if you 

have few or no Crowns.  It can be purchased in the Crowns shop (no Gold 

option for this one though), it can be a lucky drop from the Nightmare pack, which is only available 

at certain times of the year, or it can be dropped by Wavebringer in MooShu.  Still, if you plan on 

growing a lot of King Parsleys, it is worth taking the time to get this useful Like. 
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Star Chalice:  You can get lucky in the Bazaar and pick up one of these.  Failing that, you will need to 

craft your own.  The Recipe Vendor in Celestia, Gearwise, can supply you with the recipe, and you 

can then have fun finding the ingredients to craft this Like. 

5.4 PLACING / USING LIKES 

Now that you have collected all the Likes that you need to fast track 

your King Parsley, place the objects around your Garden.  

Fortunately, it is not a case of one Like for every Seed, but rather, 

each Like is effective over a certain distance.  To know if your Seed 

is being affected by the Like you have placed, switch to Gardening 

Mode and hover over your Seed.  You should see a message like 

this.  If the Like is being used by that Seed, it will appear in the list.  

Of course, if you see a Dislike in this list, make sure you work to 

clear it as quickly as possible! 

It is best to have a Garden set up for a specific purpose.  That way you can tailor your Likes and 

Dislikes and make sure you have the right ones in place prior to planting any Seeds at all.  In this 

way, you can take maximum advantage of the Seed’s Likes right through its growing Phase. 

This is a small snapshot of my "Medium Plot" garden.  It is important to see that this field is ready for 

my 3 main medium plot crops: 

King Parsley, Honey Sickle, and 

the best seed, the Evil Magma 

Pea.   

If you choose to mix your seeds 

in the same garden, it is 

important to make sure none of 

the Likes and Dislikes clash.  In 

other words, check to confirm 

that the Likes for one seed type 

are not the Dislikes for another 

seed type that you want to 

plant.  This will take a little 

research, but it is time well 

spent as you can see from the 

numbers above, a Dislike can slow 

down a plant’s growth by a large 

factor.  It is too difficult to list all of the Dislikes for all seeds as a part of this book, but as a general 

rule, stay away from Stinkweed!! (with a name like that, it makes sense!) 

In this shot you can see a Star Chalice, a Djembe Drum, an Egg Basket, a bubbling Cauldron, a Pixie 

and a Weapons Rack.  Can you spot them all?  And what about the Helephant Ears?   

Actually they are there, and yes, those are dead plants in the front.  One is (was?) an Evil Snow Pea, 

the other was a Helephant Ear.  One of the good things about Likes is that, if a seed (King Parsley) 

likes another seed (Helephant Ears), you simply plant that seed (Helephant Ears) and never address 

its needs so it will die.  Dead or alive, the King Parsley will still Like it!!   

I find that sometimes I actually need to set this kind of Like up prior to planting the field,  as there 

are times when servicing the needs of the field can sometimes keep these likes alive.  For example, if 

your main crop needs Water, it will keep a Helephant Ears seed alive as well.  It is much better that 

this Like is already in place and dead prior to planting.  If you don’t, you may end up taking one to 

Elder, accidentally harvesting it, and then have to remember to plant it again. 

Figure 5: Morgrim and Some Garden Likes 
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It is for this reason that some people get quite creative about the placement of their likes.  For 

example, spells have ranges, both horizontally and vertically.  There are a number of Wizards who 

like to place their Likes out of reach of their spells.   

See if you can think of a creative location for your like – drop me a message at 

the blog and let me know some of your favourite locations for Likes. 

And if this chapter still hasn’t convinced you to look into Likes more, why not 

check out this simple post from Tabitha Wildgem on our blog from when she 

first discovered the power of a ‘Like’. 

http://our-wizards-keep.blogspot.com.au/2013/09/unexpected-and-liked.html 
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6 PESTS AND THE POWER OF THE PIXIE 

6.1 PESTS 

Just like in real life, your garden in Wizard101 can be infected by garden Pests.  Just like my first 

experience with my Frozen Fly Trap, sometimes these pests can be quite problematic. 

Pests will appear at random, and some Seeds will attract Pests more readily than other Seeds, but 

the impact is always the same.  Pests will slow your harvest and will prevent you from being able to 

harvest.  All Pests and all Needs must be addressed if you want to harvest your Seed. 

6.2 DIFFERENT TYPES OF PESTS 

Unlike needs, Pests have different ranks.  The higher the rank, the more difficult it is to clear them.  

You need higher level spells and these will cost more Energy 

There are 9 different types of Pest: 

Pest Rank 

Fly Swarm 1 

Ghoulish Wisps 2 

Lightening Bugs 2 

Stink Bugs 3 

Explosion Gnats 4 

Garden Imps 5 

Rhino Beetles 6 

Fire Ants 7 

Pixie Unranked 

Table 2: Types of Pests 

 

All Pests other than Pixies will only infect a single seed at a time.  This means that, even though you 

maintain all the Seeds in your Garden at the same time each day, those that get infected with Pests 

may be impacted differently to those that do not. 

While this is the case, all Pest spells have considerable range, so you are able to clear all the Pests 

from your Garden with a single spell.  This is fortunate as (for example) a Rank 5 Pest will cost 25 

Energy to clear from your Seed.   

It is important to note that, by trying to clear all of the Pests from your Garden with a single spell, 

you need to make sure the rank of the spell is the same as, or higher than the highest ranked Pest in 

your Garden.  If this not the case, you will see the dreaded “Pests are too strong” message.  This 

means that you need to then cast another, higher ranked spell in order to clear your Garden.  This 

can waste quite a lot of Energy. 

6.3 THE POWER OF THE PIXIE 

The Pixie is unranked, yet is still classed as a Pest.  It can show up randomly, but only on certain 

Seeds.  There are two very handy things that the Pixie can do for you: 
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 It will scare away any other Pests on the Seed.  Once you have a Pixie, there is no need to 

clear Pests from that Seed as they simply won’t appear. 

 It will do the opposite of most other Pests, it will actually speed up your growing time!  

Almost all Seeds will benefit from a Pixie (as a “Like”) and it will reduce growing time by 

between 20% and 25%, so this is a valuable Pest and one we want to encourage. 

6.3.1 GETTING YOUR PIXIE 

So - how can you get a Pixie?  There are some plants that can attract Pixies, and all serious gardeners 

have a seed that they use to specifically attract a Pixie 

to their Garden (a ‘Pixie Seed’).   For me, it is the Fiery 

Boom Shroom (perhaps it is the Fire in me?).  I have 

never been let down by these guys and you'll always 

see one around my garden.  When you are selecting 

the Seed you want to use, just make sure it is a seed 

with a long life before Elder.  For example, Alia 

Starshade loves Angel Oaks, she thinks they look 

pretty and they will attract a Pixie, but I find that 

Angel Oaks mature too quickly and are therefore 

more difficult to maintain. 

There was a time in Wizard101 when you could plant 

your "Pixie seed", then, once it attracted the Pixie, 

you could just let it die.  This would trap the Pixie in 

the dead plant and all other seeds planted in the area 

would take advantage of the Like from the trapped 

Pixie.  It was effectively a permanent Pixie.  Well, 

Kings Isle decided that this wasn't really fair on the poor little Pixie, so in one of the updates in 2013, 

a dead plant with a Pixie was just a dead plant.  No more Pixie likes. 

6.3.2 KEEPING YOUR PIXIE 

So, now it is important to keep your Pixie seed alive once it gets its Pixie.  But it isn't quite that 

simple.  Let me walk through how I do it: 

Let’s start with the source for my Pixie seed.  You can get the Fiery Boom Shroom from Red 

Huckleberry harvests, fight drops, packs or from 

two vendors, one in Nordrilund and one in 

Zafaria.  The guy in Zafaria (Narley) is much easier 

to get to, but I like visiting Ivaldi Silverpelt in 

Nordrilund.  Once again, there is a chance to 

showcase the beauty of the game, as you need to 

cross a bridge that spans a river of lava that splits 

a snowdrift.  The snow (on the left) is nicely 

pushed back from the boiling mass of molten 

rock, and you have to admit, it looks spectacular.  

So, once you hand over your 3,000 gold to 

Silverpelt for the seed, you can take it back to you garden and place it in your nicely prepared small 

plot, preferably on the outside of your field. 

Let your plant grow until it is mature, servicing its two needs, and (hopefully) lower level pests. It 

cannot get attract a Pixie before it is mature, but it typically doesn’t take too long to get one once it 
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has matured.  Once my Seed gets its Pixie, no more pests will appear so a little water and a little 

magic once a day keeps this little guy very happy. 

No matter what your chosen Pixie seed is, watch it as it grows.  This is the key to keeping your Pixie 

and your faster growing gardens. 

When your Seed starts getting close to Elder, stop!  Stop servicing its needs - it cannot be allowed to 

mature to Elder.  Once this happens, the Pixie will leave.  Instead, monitor its progress.  Once it 

starts to wilt and the status changes to "Progress to Dead", then get back in there and give it some 

help.  Again, for my Seed, a little water and a little magic, and the cycle starts again.  You have kept 

your Pixie and your Seed, and all the other plants that Like that little Pixie will continue to gain value 

from its presence. 
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7 PLANNING YOUR GARDEN 

7.1 CAN I PLANT MY GARDEN YET? 

Of course, but there is one more thing you might want to know.  How big could (or should) my 

garden be? 

Let’s run through a quick checklist: 

 You know what seeds you want to plant 

 Where to get your seeds from 

 What spells you need to sustain your plants as they grow 

 Have a good idea of what their likes are 

 Hopefully you’ve even managed to locate at least a few of the Likes! 

 You might have even planted a few to see how you go. 

If you have started your gardening journey, you have probably started with a few plots, randomly or 

strategically positioned around your house.  They look pretty, but are a little challenging to maintain.  

If looking pretty is your gardening goal, then congratulations!  You have achieved your goal. 

However, it is fair to say that most people do not garden just because it looks good.  Most people 

garden for the rewards that you get from your plants, which typically means that the more plots you 

prepare, the more seeds you sow and the more plants you harvest! 

It is time to learn just how many of these plants you can grow at once, so you can truly take 

advantage of the rewards your seed will give you. 

7.2 BUT I WANT IT BIG! 

Yes, but just how big is big? 

Well, as with most good things, there are limits.  There are usually 3 main factors that will limit the 

size of your garden.  Our goal is to make our gardens as big as possible, so we’ll work through these 

limits and how you can affect them. 

Initially, the size of your garden may be limited by seed availability.  If your seed is difficult to 

acquire, you may choose to plant a number of different types of seeds, 

but don’t forget to make sure you do your best to align their needs!  

The next limiting factor for the size of your garden will be the amount of 

Energy you have to spend on planting seeds.  At a single Energy point per 

plot, or 3 for an Enchanted Plot, then 2 Energy points to sow per seed, the 

Energy drain to plant your garden is not insignificant.  Of course, you 

don’t have to prepare all of your plots and sow all of your seeds at the 

same time, but it is important to plan how you are going to use your 

Energy. 

The final limit is the number of housing slots available to you for your 

planting, remembering the golden rule; every plant requires two housing 

slots, one for the Plot and one for the Seed.  That means that a house 

with 250 slots can only support 125 plants.  Even with a Bric-a-Brac Elixir 

to expand your housing slots, you are still not able to exceed 300 slots. 

So, from this, it is clear that, no matter what, 150 is the maximum number of plots you can have in 

your house. 

Figure 6: Bric-a-Brac Elixir 
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7.3 WOW! THAT IS BIG – BUT HOW IS IT POSSIBLE? 

Planning your plots is the key.  Neat, careful plot preparation is essential to getting this right. 

There are also some subtle little bits of information that are essential to ensuring you are getting the 

most out of your garden. 

1. Unless you use Treasure Cards, you cannot get close to servicing the needs of these 

quantities of seeds until you have learned Large Area spells. 

2. You do not need to cover the entire plot with your spell.  Remember, you are growing 

plants, not plots! As long as the spell covers the plant (the middle of the plot) it will address 

the needs of your plant. 

3. When you are laying out your garden, you can start to cast your Large Area (or Medium 

Area) spell and, without actually casting it, you can then run around your plots to make sure 

they are in exactly the right spot. 

Some of this next information I have from my own experimentation, but others I have learned from 

other wizards, and I’d like to thank them for their community contribution that I have been able to 

draw on. 

7.3.1 SMALL PLOT GARDENS 

Small plot gardens seem to have very little information on them readily available online.  It was time 

to start to look into these gardens as they could potentially be very useful at generating a lot of good 

drops all at once. 

As you can see from the next topic on Medium Plot Gardens, it has been proven to be possible to 

cast a spell across a 37 plot garden.  So, for a Small Plot Garden, it must be possible to cast across a 

lot more than 37! 

So, in order to understand how to do this, it was time to set up an experiment.  I have a very nice 

Watchtower, with the perfect location for a large, Small Plot garden.  We know how many the 

maximum number of Medium Plots is thanks to the research from the rest of the Wizard101 

community, so, starting with a Medium Plot 

configuration in mind, it is necessary to determine 

the size of a Small Plot compared to a Medium 

Plot. 

After much spinning to get the right angles, taking 

lots of screen shots and measurements, it would 

appear that the ratio between a Small Plot and a 

Medium Plot is about 1.6.  So, armed with this 

knowledge it was time to map out the 

possibilities. 

It would appear, from the mapping out and testing 

that I have done, that it is possible to get as many 

as 76 Small Plots into a single garden! 

That is impressive. 

But that is not the entire story I’m afraid. 

There is one other dimension to the story of 

planting that is very important.  Kings Isle has put 

some checks and balances in to make sure that people do not abuse this aspect of the gardening 

experience in Wizard101. 

Figure 7: Casting Large Area Spells with a Small Plot Garden 
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There is a limit to the total number of spells any Large Area spell can service. 

This is especially important when considering the implications of Extreme Gardening, covered in 

Chapter 10. 

But what exactly is that limit?  Many people in the Wizard101 community believe that limit to be 69.  

If that is the case, then you cannot afford to waste your precious energy planting plots for plants 

that that cannot be serviced! 

7.3.2 MEDIUM PLOT GARDENS 

This next bit of information is thanks to Ellie Kat from her post at Wizard101Central: 

(http://www.wizard101central.com/forums/showthread.php?252868-Guide-to-never-miss-your-32-

or-37-medium-plots-garden).   

I had always assumed that 32 was a good sized medium plot garden, but as I found out, I wasn’t 

really trying.  I didn’t really understand point 2 above – the spell only needs to pass over the 

seed/plant, not the whole plot!  Ellie Kat explains it perfectly with this diagram (her diagram, not 

mine!): 

 

Figure 8: Casting Large Area Spells with a Medium Plot Garden 

Ellie Kat showed me that it was possible to go well beyond 32 plots, and all the way to 37. 

In fact, the ever-impressive Paige MoonShade has achieved 40 plots!!  I’m sorry, but you’ll have to 

ask her how she was able to achieve that, as I have never been able to repeat that incredible feat! 

7.3.3 LARGE PLOT GARDENS 

Like Small Plot gardens, Large Plot gardens also seem to have little information on them that is 

readily available online.  Now it is time to start to look into these gardens to see just how many 

Couch Potatoes we need to fill the garden. 

Again, it was experiment time - it was back to the Watch Tower! 
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This time, after lots of spinning around to get a good angle, and taking lots of screen shots and 

measurements, it seems that the Large Plot is about 1.8 times the size of a Medium Plot. 

Heading back to Visio, it was time to construct 

how this garden might look.  Again, taking my spell 

size from an approximation of the one used for 

Medium Plots, it was possible to construct a 

garden of Large Plots that could potentially be 

covered by a Large Area spell. 

If this model is right, it would appear that it is 

possible to get as many as 14 Large Plots to fit 

inside a Large Area spell.   

It was time to test this theoretical garden size as it 

was several plots greater than I had previous 

planned! 

Planting out this garden was slight more 

challenging than I expected.  As the plots are 

offset from each other, getting them lined up 

correctly is important and worth taking a little 

time over, just to make sure you get them right. 

Once I had finished, out comes the Large Area spell 

and, yes! The modelling worked perfectly and a new maximum for my Large Plot gardens has been 

realised. 

 

Figure 10: How the Large Plot / Large Area Spell Should Look 

 

Figure 9: Casting Large Area Spells with a Large Plot Garden 
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8 ENERGY IN THE SPIRAL 

Whether it is training a pet, or trying to manage your Garden, there never seems to be enough 

Energy available.  It is really important to ensure that the Energy that you have is well managed in 

order to get the most out of it.  The tips below will help you manage your precious Energy. 

But probably the most important tip of all is - don't try to Garden and train your Pet at the same 

time...or if you do, it is important to make sure that Gardening is always the top priority.  This 

doesn’t mean you always have to do it first, but you do need to know how much energy you need, 

and when you need it. 

If you don't have Gardening as your top priority, you can find that you have wasted a lot of time and 

money as your beautiful Garden turns into a wasteland of dead sticks – and each one takes between 

3 and 30 Energy to revive! 

8.1 WHAT HAPPENS WHEN I RUN OUT OF ENERGY? 

As you use your Energy, you'll notice the green crystal ball levels start to drop, until eventually the 

crystal ball is empty.  When this happens, you are no longer able to plant, plough or even service the 

needs of your plant. 

Energy can only refill your crystal ball in one of three ways: 

 Energy Elixir: 

 You can buy this from the Crowns ship.  This Elixir is Crows Only and costs 399 

Crowns.  If you are lucky it might be on special for 199 Crowns.   

 It is also possible to get this Elixir from KIFreeGames as a reward from playing Grub 

Guardian.  When this happens, you are able to redeem your reward on your 

character.  This will give you a full Energy refill immediately. 

 Over time: 

 If you are a non-member, your Energy will refill at a rate of 1 point per 10 minutes.   

That means for 50 Energy, it will take 500 minutes or about 8.5 hours. 

 If you are a member, that rate improves to 1 point every 7.5 minutes.  This means 

that for the same 50 Energy to refill, it will take a little over 7 hours to refill. 

 Levelling up: 

 This is something that is very handy for a junior Wiz, but gets much harder as you 

increase in levels, but every time you level up, your entire statistics refill, including 

your Energy. 

8.2 HOW IS ENERGY CALCULATED? 

When your character is first created as a level 1 wizard, they will start with 40 Energy. Each time you 

level up, once you are a high enough level, you may also get an extra point of Energy, just as your 

base Health and Mana increase.  This means that a Level 80 wizard should have 80 Energy.   

This might seem like a lot, but when you are trying to maintain a large garden with seeds that have 

multiple needs, that could take 60 points of Energy.  Add to that a Rank 5 pest and you are in 

trouble.  If you are trying to maintain more than one large Garden, it quickly becomes almost 

impossible.  So how do some wizards seem to have such huge Energy reserves that they can 

maintain multiple large gardens and still have Energy left to train their pet? 

Quite simply, with the information presented so far, it is not possible without the use of Elixirs...and 

yet it happens. 
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So what do those wizards know that many others do not?  Those wizards know the importance of 

different gear for different situations. In this case, Gardening gear.  It is possible, if you know where 

to look, to get major boosts to your Energy levels by wearing the right gear.   

Interestingly, the first time I became aware of this was when I saw that my friend Alia had more 

Energy than I did, despite her being a lower level.  When we looked into it, she had a hat with an 

extra 7 Energy! I was determined to find more of this gear! 

I had to look into this further. 

8.3 HIGH ENERGY GEAR 

As it turns out, much of your gear can boost your Energy levels.  The only exceptions are your wand, 

amulet, pet and deck (at the time of writing this handbook at least!). See the table at the end of this 

chapter for a list of the gear that can boost your Energy. Some of this gear will give different bonuses 

depending on your level, and some gear cannot be worn by lower level wizards.  As usual, there are 

always school specific items as well, so it becomes pretty complex quite quickly. 

A good ring can provide up to 5 additional Energy, while a good Athame might give you 4 more. 

Boots, at the highest current level (90) can give you an 18 boost, as can a good hat.  As usual though, 

the best boost is in the form of your armour and this can give up to a 22 point bonus.   

It is possible to get your Energy well over 140! Imagine what you could do with that much Energy! 

8.4 HOW TO GET HIGH ENERGY GEAR 

So, how do I get this amazingly useful gear? 

As you can expect, collecting this gear is not easy (or it’s not cheap) but the extra energy is worth the 

effort.  There are a few ways to collect this gear, everything from shopping at the Crowns shop to 

farming various bosses.  The higher you go, the easier it is to get, the greater the energy bonus 

depending on the gear, and the more likely that you'll need the extra Energy. 

 Crowns.  As usual, the easiest way to get gear, and the best gear you can get, is through 

using Crowns.  There are a couple of different ways, and some can be much cheaper than 

others. 

 Buying the gear directly.  There is certain gear in the Crowns shop that will give you 

an Energy boost.  See the table at the end to see what options there are.  This is a 

certain way to get your boost and you know exactly what it will cost. 

 Buying a pack.  This is where you get the best gear.  Hands down.  At 399 Crowns 

normally, and as low as 199 Crowns sometimes, this can be a cheap option if you 

have limited crowns.  But!  These drops are random.  Only Kings Isle knows what the 

formula is for these drops and as a result, depending on your luck, this can be the 

cheapest or the most expensive way to get this gear.  I was able to get my hat and 

boots easily, but my armour has taken a very long time and a huge number of packs. 

The other downside of this approach is that every ten levels the gear bonus changes.  

This means you can buy your gear and get very lucky at level 30, but by the time you 

are level 80, your bonuses are not as useful as they used to be, and you need to buy 

more packs to get the upgraded gear.   

It can get very expensive. 

 Farming bosses.  Yes, you can get some of this gear from farming bosses throughout the 

Spiral, but again, the drop rates are controlled by Kings Isle, so you can be battling for a long 

time in order to get the high energy gear that you are seeking. 
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 Zafaria – Mirror Lake.  This is probably the 

best place to farm for Energy gear.  The 

bosses are not too hard (depending on 

your level and school) and the bonuses are 

very good.  See the table at the end for the 

Mirror Lake drops. 

 OTHER – There are a few other places, such 

as Waterworks, where you can get this 

gear.  Check the table below to find out 

more. 

8.5 FINAL WORD ON HIGH ENERGY GEAR 

Once that you have been able to secure this fantastically useful gear (what 

I call my "Gardening Gear"), there are a few final words to remember. 

 Don't leave the Spiral without getting changed.  If you do, you are 

robbing yourself of valuable Energy that can be recharging while you are 

offline.  Get into the habit of donning your Gardening Gear before you go 

offline. 

 Gardening Gear is not fighting gear.  While this isn't always true, 

most gardening gear doesn't make good fighting gear.  Resist, damage, 

critical etc., are all parts of fighting and it is rare that your Gardening Gear 

will really take advantage of these statistics.  This means that when you go 

online, it is quite important to use that extra Energy as soon as possible.  If 

you have just gained an addition 16 Energy because of your helm, if you 

swap it with your high critical helm without using that Energy, you have 

just lost 16 Energy forever. 

 Watch your level.  If you are about to level up, make sure you get 

changed into your Gardening Gear first.  The NPC won't mind how 

you look but if you level up, you want to get as much of an Energy 

bonus as possible. 

 Be careful with your Elixir.  If you are going to use an Energy Elixir, 

don't forget to get changed first!  I know this seems obvious, but I 

know (from embarrassing experience) that this can happen. 

And if you are really unsure of what Energy levels are possible for your 

wizard, you can use the Manual of Mastery (http://manualofmastery.com) 

and look to Optimise your character for Energy.  This will be able to show 

you not only what the best combination would be for your wizard from the 

items that you own, but it can also show you what is possible.  

You can then decide to quest, farm or buy that gear to take your Energy to 

the next level. 

8.6 LIST OF ENERGY GEAR 

This is not a definitive list, but it is largely complete based on the Spiral as at the publish date of this 

book.  While I'll keep it updated, you need to make sure you have visited http://our-wizards-

keep.blogspot.com.au in order to make sure you have the latest copy. 
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The Bonus column in the table below shows the range of the bonus from those less than Level 10 to 

those Level 90. 

    

Item Type Min 

Level 

Bonus Acquired Cost Status 

Splendid Attire Set 70 45 Crowns Shop 9995C Current 

Baconator Costume Set 55 30 Crowns Shop 7995C Current 

Greenwarden's Energetic 

Shroud 

Robe 1 6 - 24 Wyvern's Hoard Pack 399C Current 

Pixie's Armor of Encanta 

 

Robe 1 2 – 22 Hoard of the Hydra 

Pack 

399C Current 

Greenwarden's Energetic 

Boots 

Boots 1 6 - 19 Wyvern's Hoard Pack 399C Current 

Beastmaster’s Set (all of 

the 3 items above) 

Set 1 18 Crowns Shop 3500C Current 

Frostborn Attire Set 65 18 Crowns Shop 8995C Current 

Greenwarden's Energetic 

Mask 

Helm 1 6 – 18 Wyvern's Hoard Pack 399C Current 

Pixie's Mask of Encanta Helm 1 2 – 17 Hoard of the Hydra 

Pack 

399C Current 

 

Pixie's Enchanted Boots Boots 1 2 – 17 Hoard of the Hydra 

Pack 

399C Current 

Storyborn Attire Set 65 15 Crowns Shop 8995C Current 

Evergreen Attire Set 65 15 Crowns Shop 8995C Current 

Squamish Attire Set 65 15 Crowns Shop 8995C Current 

Flameborn Attire Set 65 15 Crowns Shop 8995C Current 

Attunement Attire Set 65 15 Crowns Shop 8995C Current 

Oblivion Attire Set 65 15 Crowns Shop 8995C Current 

Splendid Boots 

(in “Splendid Set”) 

 

Boots 70 15 Mirror Lake / 

Elephant Graveyard 

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 
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Item Type Min 

Level 

Bonus Acquired Cost Status 

 

Splendid Chapeau 

(in “Splendid Attire”) 

Hat 70 15 Mirror Lake 

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 

Splendid Tunic 

(in “Splendid Attire”) 

Robe 70 15 Elephant Spectral 

Guardian 

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 

Savory Shroud 

(in “Baconator Costume”) 

Hat 55 12 Nastrond / 

Waterworks 

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 

Tasty Tunic 

(in “Baconator Costume”) 

Robe 55 10 Nastrond / 

Waterworks 

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 

Dragon Rider’s Utility 

Helm 

Helm 1 2 – 9 Dragon’s Hoard Pack 399C Retired 

Dragon Rider’s Utility 

Robe 

Robe 1 1 – 9 Dragon’s Hoard Pack 399C Retired 

Dragon Rider’s Utility 

Boots 

Boots 1 1 – 9 Dragon’s Hoard Pack 399C Retired 

Delectable Hooves 

(in “Baconator Costume”) 

Boots 55 8 Waterworks 

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 

Beastmaster's Hood 

(in “Beastmaster’s Set”) 

Helm 1 6 Purreau's Plentiful 

Pet Provisions 

399C Current 

Beastmaster's Jerkin 

(in “Beastmaster’s Set”) 

Robe 1 6 Purreau's Plentiful 

Pet Provisions 

399C Current 

Beastmaster's Footwraps 

(in “Beastmaster’s Set”) 

Boots 1 6 Purreau's Plentiful 

Pet Provisions 

399C Current 

Stinger Helmet Helm 1 6 Hive Bundle Gift 

Card 

N/A Current 

Stinger Armor Robe 1 6 Hive Bundle Gift 

Card 

N/A Current 

Stinger Boots Boots 1 6 Hive Bundle Gift 

Card 

N/A Current 
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Item Type Min 

Level 

Bonus Acquired Cost Status 

Sidhe Boots of 

Attunement 

(in “Attunement Attire”) 

Boots 65 5 Mirror Lake 

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 

Sidhe Cowl of Attunement 

(in “Attunement Attire”) 

Hat 65 5 Mirror Lake 

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 

Sidhe Cloak of 

Attunement (in 

“Attunement Attire”) 

Robe 65 5 Mirror Lake 

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 

Nameless Ring Ring 76 5 Sir Terrance 

Thornwhip 

N/A Current 

Flameborn Sidhe Boots 

(in “Flameborn Attire”) 

Boots 65 5 Mirror Lake / Shining 

Mountains 

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 

Flameborn Sidhe Cloak  

(in “Flameborn Attire”) 

Robe 65 5 Elephant Spectral 

Guardian 

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 

Flameborn Sidhe Cowl  

(in “Flameborn Attire”) 

Hat 65 5 Mirror Lake / Shining 

Mountains 

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 

Toasty Band of the Fire 

Elves 

 

Ring 76 5 Various in Avalon N/A Current 

 

Boots of Evergreen 

(in “Evergreen Attire”) 

Boots 65 5 Mirror Lake  

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 

Cowl of Evergreen 

(in “Evergreen Attire”) 

Hat 65 5 Mirror Lake  

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 

Cloak of Evergreen 

(in “Evergreen Attire”) 

Robe 65 5 Tse-tse Snaketail 

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 

Lady of the Lake's Signet Ring 76 5 Maudit Soulban N/A Current 

Storyborn Boots of Mist 

(in “Storyborn Attire”) 

Boots 65 5 Mirror Lake  

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 
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Item Type Min 

Level 

Bonus Acquired Cost Status 

Storyborn Boots of Mist 

(in “Storyborn Attire”) 

Boots 65 5 Mirror Lake  

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 

Sir Corwin's Ring Ring 76 5 Various in Avalon N/A Current 

Restless Cloak of Oblivion 

(in “Oblivion Attire”) 

Robe 65 5 Elephant Spectral 

Guardian 

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 

Sir Malory’s Seal Ring 76 5 Various in Avalon N/A Current 

Frostborn Sidhe Cloak  

(in “Frostborn Attire”) 

Robe 65 5 Elephant Spectral 

Guardian 

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 

Frostborn Sidhe Cowl  

(in “Frostborn Attire”) 

Hat 65 5 Mirror Lake  

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 

Brisk Circle of Nodor 

 

Ring 76 5 Various in Celestia / 

Avalon 

N/A Current 

 

Squamish Boots of the 

Sidhe  

(in “Squamish Attire”) 

Boots 65 5 Mirror Lake  

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 

Squamish Cowl of the 

Sidhe  

(in “Squamish Attire”) 

Boots 65 5 Mirror Lake  

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 

Squamish Cloak of the 

Sidhe  

(in “Squamish Attire”) 

Robe 65 5 Elephant Spectral 

Guardian 

Crowns (Set) 

N/A Current 

Deep Water Rising Ring Ring 76 5 Various in Avalon N/A Current 

Oyoroi Helmet Helm 40 1 – 5 Kirin's Hoard Pack 

Purreau's Plentiful 

Pet Provisions 

Kaizoku (Tier 1) 

399C 

399C 

Current 

Oyoroi Breastplate Robe 40 1 – 5 Kirin's Hoard Pack 

Purreau's Plentiful 

Pet Provisions 

399C 

399C 

Current 
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Item Type Min 

Level 

Bonus Acquired Cost Status 

Oyoroi Sandals Boots 40 1 – 5 Kirin's Hoard Pack 

Purreau's Plentiful 

Pet Provisions 

399C 

399C 

Current 

Wintertusk Ring of Valor Ring 56 4 Ingulf the Grower Crafted Current 

Wintertusk Ring of 

Courage 

Ring 56 4 Ingulf the Grower Crafted Current 

Amulet of Dragon Steam Amulet Pet 

Knight 

4 Sir Nigel 

Higgenbottom 

300T Current 

Wolf's Spike of Vitality Athame Pet 

Knight 

4 Sir Nigel 

Higgenbottom 

300T Current 

Ring of the Vehement Lion Ring Pet 

Knight 

4 Sir Nigel 

Higgenbottom 

300T Current 

Wintertusk Ring of 

Bravery 

Ring 56 3 Ingulf the Grower Crafted Current 

Amber Charm of Trapped 

Moxie 

Amulet Pet 

Vet 

3 Sir Nigel 

Higgenbottom 

250T Current 

Bad Host Band 

 

Ring 72 3 Various in Avalon / 

Atlantea 

N/A Current 

 

Band of the Lost Abbey Ring 72 3 Various in Avalon / 

Atlantea 

N/A Current 

Bannerman's Honorbound 

Ring 

Ring 72 3 Various in Avalon N/A Current 

Circle of Caliburn Ring 72 3 Various in Avalon / 

Atlantea 

N/A Current 

Ganelon's Lost Ring Ring 72 3 Various in Avalon / 

Atlantea 

N/A Current 

Golden Stag's Ring of Elan Ring Pet 

Vet 

3 Sir Nigel 

Higgenbottom 

250T Current 

Knight Errant's Seal Ring 72 3 Various in Avalon N/A Current 

Lake Spiral Ring Ring 72 3 Various in Avalon / 

Atlantea 

N/A Current 
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Item Type Min 

Level 

Bonus Acquired Cost Status 

Raven's Looper Ring Ring Pet 

Srgt 

3 Sir Nigel 

Higgenbottom 

200T Current 

Plucky Chameleon's 

Charm 

Amulet Pet 

Srgt 

2 Sir Nigel 

Higgenbottom 

200T Current 

Sergeant's Stilleto of Zip Athame Pet 

Srgt 

2 Sir Nigel 

Higgenbottom 

200T Current 

Veteran's Kris of Zeal Athame Pet 

Vet 

3 Sir Nigel 

Higgenbottom 

250T Current 

Emerald Bear Claw Athame 56 2 Ingulf the Grower Crafted Current 

Garnet Bear Claw Athame 56 2 Ingulf the Grower Crafted Current 

 

Barbarian's Bold Boots Boots 54 2 Bazaar 637G Current 

Barbarian's Brave Boots Boots 54 2 Bazaar 637G Current 

Barbarian's Courage Boots Boots 54 2 Bazaar 632G Current 

Barbarian's Daring Boots Boots 54 2 Bazaar 622G Current 

Barbarian's Fearless Boots Boots 54 2 Bazaar 621G Current 

Barbarian's Fierce Boots Boots 54 2 Bazaar 628G Current 

Barbarian's Valorous 

Boots 

Boots 54 2 Bazaar 625G Current 

Cold-Kissed Cowl 

 

Hat 56 2 Nastrond / 

Hammar’s Hideout 

N/A Current 

Cowl of Crackling 

 

Hat 56 2 Nastrond / various in 

Wintertusk 

N/A Current 

Cowl of Espirit Hat 56 2 Nastrond / various in 

Wintertusk 

N/A Current 

Cowl of Justice Hat 56 2 Nastrond / various in 

Wintertusk 

N/A Current 

Cowl of Spirit Calling Hat 56 2 Nastrond / various in 

Wintertusk 

N/A Current 

Cowl of the Dark Waters Hat 56 2 Nastrond / various in N/A Current 
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Item Type Min 

Level 

Bonus Acquired Cost Status 

Wintertusk 

Cowl of the One Eyed 

Crow 

Hat 56 2 Nastrond / various in 

Wintertusk 

N/A Current 

Mocking Raiment Robe 56 2 Various in 

Wintertusk 

N/A Current 

Raven’s Eye Raiment Robe 56 2 Various in 

Wintertusk 

N/A Current 

Mocking Raiment Robe 56 2 Various in 

Wintertusk 

N/A Current 

Topaz Bear Claw Athame 56 1 Ingulf the Grower Crafted Current 
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9 ENERGY – IT COMES TOO SLOWLY AND GOES TOO FAST 

9.1 MAKE THE MOST OF WHAT YOU’VE GOT 

Energy is the thing that you never really notice until you start to look at Pets or Gardening seriously.  

Kings Isle encourage the use of Energy by giving us a never-ending supply and ensuring that, once 

you reach a certain level, each Wizard will have just that little bit more every time they level up.  The 

biggest problem is that, while that supply of Energy is never-ending, it is pretty slow. 

The process can become quite frustrating as there never seems to be quite enough to keep that 

garden going the way you want it to, especially if you are also trying to get your pet to that next 

level.  Unless you are very patient, refreshing that little green bottle can take some time. 

As a member, energy comes back a little quicker.  If you aren't a member, then you are stuck to a 

very slow renewal and that means every drop of energy counts. 

It is because of this reason that it is important to understand the different ways you can use your 

energy to its maximum affect.  

Fortunately, there are a few ways to maximise the use of your Green bottle.  I'll put these together 

in the form of Hints and Traps to give some real examples of things you can and cannot (or should 

not) do if you want to make the most of your Energy. 

9.2 FIRST, THE TRAPS! 

There are a few Traps to watch out for.  These simple things can really chew through your Energy 

and are easy enough to avoid.  Most of the examples here are real; they are actual Traps I have seen 

other Wizards fall for in the game itself. 

Have you fallen for any of these Traps? 

 Trap 1 – Passing your Pet - Don't think that making another Wizard and passing your pet 

to them will let you level it up more quickly. This little bit of lateral thinking first was 

raised in our team by Blaze, but the reality is very different.  Once that pet goes into 

your Shared Bank, you will lose ALL of your energy when you try to remove it.  Not only 

is there no energy to improve your pet, but that Wizard now also needs to have their 

energy renewed! 

 Trap 2 – Servicing Needs Quickly - Gardening as soon as you get a 'need' on your plant is 

a real Energy burner.  Your plants will keep growing for a while, even with needs. It is 

only if you leave them too long that you will get the dreaded "Progress to Dead" 

message.  This is only slightly better than the "Dead" stalk if your plant actually dies.  

Once you see "Progress to Dead", you need to clear all needs to allow the plant to grow 

again.  It is important to not let your seed stop growing, but you can experiment with 

how frequently you actually need to service the Needs. 

 Trap 3 – Clearing Pests Quickly - Don't clear Pests until harvest time.  I have not found 

any seed that deteriorates much (if at all) with Pests.  Using your Energy before harvest 

time is just a waste, but you will need to clear that Pest when it is time to harvest.  Once 

this time arrives, you should be able to kill all Pests at the same time with a single spell, 

remembering that your spell needs to kill Pests at the same Rank or higher than the 

Rank of the highest Pest currently infecting your garden. 

 Trap 4 – Dislikes – Likes for your seeds are really important, however, always check that 

as you bring in new Likes for a seed, they do not form a Dislike for another.  The 

slowdown caused by a Dislike will make sure that you spend more energy than you need 

to. 
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9.3 AND THEN THE TRICKS! 

Now that you know a few good ways to avoid wasting your Energy, how can you use it more 

effectively?  Some of these Tricks are a little like the reverse of the Traps, but they are all excellent 

ways to make the most of this precious resource. 

Why not see how many of these you already know? 

 Trick 1 – Level Up! - Every time you level up your character, you get your energy refilled, 

so make sure you use all of your energy just before you level up.  Once you level up, your 

energy is refilled - It's like getting a free Energy Elixir! 

 Trick 2 – Low Level Wizards Can Level Quickly - While it is a Trap to pass your pet off to 

another Wizard to train to leverage your Energy, this doesn't mean that you cannot use 

a lower level Wizard to train your Pet for you.  You can level them up faster, meaning 

that they have more Energy overall for training.  This also takes the pressure off your 

Gardening Wizard.  Obviously this only works if you have a low level Wizard! Oh, and 

these low level pet trainers need good Energy gear! 

 Trick 3 – Be Patient - Don't spend your Energy until you have serviced all (or close to all) 

of the needs on your plants.  Normally fixing the needs of the plant can be done once a 

day. 

  Trick 4 – Be Consistent - Keep similar plants together.  Plants with the same needs can 

be all serviced at the same time.  Check the needs for your seeds at Wizard101Central 

and it will save you a lot of Energy. 

 Trick 5 – Be Neat - Keep plots together.  When you are constructing your Garden, make 

sure you keep your plots together to take advantage of the larger spells.  You will be 

surprised how many plots you can fit into the area covered by a Large Area spell! 

 Trick 6 – Dress for the Occasion - Before you log off each time, make sure you switch to 

your High Energy "Gardening Gear".  That way you can get the most out of this Gear 

which is typically not great for fighting in. 

 Trick 7 – Garden, then Fight - As a follow on from Trick 6, when you log back in, 

depending how long you were offline, you should have the most Energy you can get.  

But that is only half the job.  Switching from Energetic Boots to Waterworks gear to 

battle in as soon as you log in can be a very quick way to lose a lot of Energy (and yes, 

this does happen)! 

 Trick 8 – Likes - Likes really are great.  For every harvest, instead of taking a long time to 

get to Elder, Likes will significantly reduce this time.  This means that the overall amount 

of Energy spent getting that seed to Elder is a lot less. 

 Trick 9 – Be Careful of Pests - Other than the obvious, make sure that you are certain 

what the highest rank pest is on your seeds.  This way you can avoid having to cast 

multiple Pest killing spells for your Garden. 

There are lots more, but for now, see how you go on spending your Energy efficiently. 
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10 CONCLUSION  

10.1 PART 1 DONE! 

Thanks for reading the Guide to Gardening.  I hope you found it useful.  I know I learned stuff while I 

was writing and I hope it was just as valuable to you, the reader. 

Gardening in Wizard101 is a real experience.  There are so many facets to this game, and the depth 

in each of them is just astounding.  To think that standard gardening has taken nearly 50 pages and a 

many weeks to compile. 

There really is a lot to this game! 

Don’t forget, this is only Part 1 of a 2-Part series on Gardening.  If you liked this book and have read 

and understood its content, you are ready for Part 2 – Extreme Gardening! 

10.2 CONTACT 

Remember, if you have any comments on the content of this or ideas on how to improve it, please 

let me know.  You can drop me, or any of the team, a line anytime at our blog: 

http://our-wizards-keep.blogspot.com.au 

Or, if you truly want to know how to Master the Spiral, then check out the Manual of Mastery for 

Wizard101.  It will amaze you at what your real potential can be! 

http://manualofmastery.com 

 


